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Abstract—The empirical investigation of cognitive processes
in infants is hampered by the limited development of their
body and motor control skills. Novel gaze-contingent paradigms
where infants control their environment with their eyes offer a
solution to this problem since the control of gaze develops very
early. Recently such a paradigm has been used to investigate the
learning of anticipatory behaviour of 6/8-months-old infants in
an experiment where gazing at a “button” causes the appearance
of an interesting image. The experiment shows that infants
learn in few trials to “press the button” with their gaze and,
remarkably, to anticipate the image appearance in only few trials.
The experiment raises two questions: (a) what are the processes
supporting such fast learning? (b) why does the anticipatory
behaviour emerge? This paper presents a bio-inspired model
that puts forward possible answers to these questions. The
model consists of: (a) a bottom-up attention component for scene
saliency detection; (b) a top-down attention component that uses
reinforcement learning (RL) to learn to control gaze based on
current foveal stimuli; (c) a dynamic field map that decides
where to look based on the bottom-up and top-down information.
The results show that the model is indeed capable of learning
to perform anticipatory saccades in few trials. The analysis of
the system shows that this fast learning is due to the guidance
exerted by the bottom-up component on the learning process of
the top-down component. Moreover, it shows that the anticipatory
behaviour can be explained in terms of the action of the top-down
component exploiting the learned spatial relations of stimuli in an
anticipatory fashion. Overall, the results indicate that the model
has the essential features to theoretically frame, interpret, and
design experiments using gaze contingency.
I. INTRODUCTION
The investigation of cognitive processes in young infants
encounters a challenging difficulty: the limited development
of their body and motor control skills. This is a difficulty as a
cognitive capability of interest might have already developed
to a certain level but its detection in experiments is prevented
by the child’s inability to express it through behaviour.
As recently highlighted in [1], gaze-contingent paradigms,
previously used with adults (e.g. [2]), offer a solution to this
problem. The key idea leverages the fact that infants develop
oculomotor skills in the very first months of life [3], [4]: this
allows to create an experimental set-up, based on eye tracking
technology, where infants can use their eyes to change the
environment; for example they can cause the appearance of an
image on a computer screen by looking at an object, such as
a button, on the screen.
The same work [1] shows an example of the possible use
of the gaze-contingent paradigm to investigate the learning of
anticipatory behaviours in 6/8-months-old babies. This partic-
ular experiment is the target of this paper. In the experiment,
infants can look at a “red button” image shown on a screen
and cause the appearance of an interesting picture in the same
screen aside the button after a delay of 600 ms.
The key findings of the experiment are: (a) infants quickly
learn to anticipate the image appearance, as shown by the fact
that soon in the experiment they start to look at the place where
they expect the target will appear; (b) the learning process
leading to this anticipatory capability is very fast, usually
taking only 1-5 trials. These results raise two intriguing ques-
tions: (a) what are the processes that support its surprisingly
fast learning? (b) what are the mechanisms underlying the
emergent anticipatory behaviour of the infants?
This paper presents a bio-inspired model that proposes
an operational hypothesis to answer these questions. The
answers to the questions are based on the interplay between
the three main components of the model: (a) a bottom-up
attention control component; (b) a top-down attention control
component capable of learning where to foveate on the basis of
a reinforcement learning (RL) actor-critic algorithm; (c) a dy-
namic field map integrating the two sources of information. In
particular, as we shall see, the model explains the anticipatory
capabilities acquired by infants in terms of their learning of the
spatial relations between the button and the image appearance
and the anticipated exploitation of this knowledge as soon as
the button is looked at. The speed of the learning process
is instead explained by the fact that the bottom-up attention
control guides visual exploration on salient points of the scene
and this allows the top-down RL component to learn very fast
as if it were supervised by it.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Sec. II
illustrates other models relevant to the one presented here.
Sec. III first overviews the model and then explains it in detail.
Sec. IV illustrates how the model reproduces some of the
data of the target experiment and how it accounts for them.
Finally, Sec. V discusses the results and illustrates possible
future developments of the model.
II. RELATED MODELS
The literature has proposed various models on how bottom-
up attention processes can guide gaze control. These models
are usually based on the detection of salient features inherent
to the image statistical properties, from basic features such
as high contrast and luminance change to more sophisticated
ones such as edges and corners. Different types of features
are then integrated to produce a saliency map corresponding to
the different image locations and containing the information on
the most potentially interesting portions of the image. Since its
introduction (e.g., [5]), the mechanisms of bottom-up attention
and a saliency map have been developed in various ways,
from models implementing the saliency map with biologically
plausible mechanisms [6] to models extending the concept of
saliency to proto-objects [7] and moving objects [8].
A smaller number of models have been developed to in-
vestigate learning processes involving top-down attention as
done in the model presented here. Differently from bottom-
up processes, these learning processes allow a system to
learn to look in different places based on its current goals
rather than on the properties of stimuli [9]. In this respect,
Balkenius [10] has strongly argued that attention control can
be acquired through the same learning processes that are
used to learn limb actions, e.g. habituation and classical and
instrumental conditioning. In this respect, Schmidhuber [11]
has proposed one of the first models using a reinforcement
learning algorithm to train an “artificial fovea” to search for
a rewarded target. In the model proposed in [12], a first
component learns by reinforcement learning to direct the gaze
to relevant points in space, whereas a second component
performs a “within fixation” processing directed to analyse the
foveated space and to identify targets. In [13], reinforcement
learning is used to train a neural network to both explore a
scene and find a target within it.
Notwithstanding the interest of these models, none of them
have studied the interaction of bottom-up and top down-
attention, while we will see that this plays a critical role for
explaining the target data. An exception to this is a model,
proposed in [14], [15], that learns the interaction of bottom-up
and top-down processes in the development of gaze following.
Another model that integrates bottom-up and top-down atten-
tion has been proposed in [16]–[18]. This model is composed
of a bottom-up and a RL top-down attention component
and can be considered a predecessor of the model presented
here. In addition to these two components, this model is
also endowed with another key component, called “potential
action map” (PAM), that collects bottom-up and top-down
information from multiple saccades and on this basis forms
a probability distribution over locations where to find a target
or cues relevant to find it. The PAM is not considered here
as its main functionality, basically a gaze-invariant memory,
is not needed to account for the target experiments considered
here. The model considered here differs from such model also
because: (a) it includes a component that integrates the bottom-
up and top-down information on the basis of a dynamic neural
field that allows the reproduction of observed saccade reaction
times (see [19] for an introduction to dynamic neural fields
and various examples of application to the study of different
psychological experiments, and [20] for further examples and
a discussion of the general importance of such mechanism for
modelling psychological experiments); (b) it uses only eye-
centric reference frames and so it does not need hardwired
shifts of the representations of the neural maps it uses; (c) it
accounts for a novel set of experiments in a parsimonious way.
Closely related to the issue of anticipation tackled here,
Schlesinger [21], [22] presented a model that learns by RL and
reproduces the typical behaviour exhibited by infants observ-
ing an object that disappears and then re-appears from behind
an occlusion. In particular, the model exhibits anticipatory
saccades to the place of the object re-appearance. Interestingly,
the model accounts for this anticipatory behaviour on the basis
of minimal associative mechanisms rather than on the basis
of complex cognitive processes. As we shall see, this also
applies to the results obtained here. Also with respect to this
model, the model presented here is novel in that it exploits the
interaction of the bottom-up and top-down components and the
neural dynamic field to match the target data.
III. METHODS: THE MODEL
This section first lists the key elements of the model (see
Fig. 1), then explains them in detail, and finally gives some
indications on their biological plausibility. The components of
the model are:
∙ Input: a part of the image from a webcam, centred on
the current gaze position, provides the input to the model
(virtual eye image).
∙ Top-down attention component: this takes as input a fovea
image, a small central portion of the whole eye image.
The component core is a RL actor-critic model learning
to foveate based on an external reward.
∙ Bottom-up attention component: this takes as input the
whole eye image and computes a saliency map that
captures interesting portions of the eye based on their
contrast and luminance change.
∙ Neural dynamic field: this integrates the information from
the top-down and bottom-up attention components and
triggers a saccade when a threshold is reached.
A. Target experiment and its simulation
In the target experiment, involving 30 6/8-month-old infants,
each participant sits in front of a computer screen, and his/her
eye gaze is monitored with an eye tracker. The procedure of
the experiment is sketched in Fig. 2. Initially, the screen shows
a “red-button” on a white background. When the infant looks
at the button, and after a delay of 600 ms, an image of an
animal is shown for 1500 ms to the left of the button. When
the image disappears, the infant can cause the appearance of
another image, but only after a delay of 1 sec. This cycle
repeats for up to 15 “button clicks”.
Fig. 1. An overview of the model components. All components use an
eye-centred reference frame. The only exception is the last stage executing
the movement and using a body centred reference frame. The connections
between maps are always one-to-one with the exception of those of the actor
and critic where they are all-to-all.
When foveated, 
the red "button" 
triggers the blue
rectangle appearance 
after 600 ms
The blue rectangle 
appears and lasts
for 1500 ms
The red button
can be "pressed"
again 1000 ms 
after the blue 
rectangle disappears 
Fig. 2. Procedure of the target experiment.
The simulated experiment reproduces this procedure using a
time step of 50 ms. In the computational model, a 640×480
RGB camera looks at a computer screen and the image it
captures is suitably cropped into a 320×432 image, fed to the
model, to simulate the input from a moving eye. For simplicity:
(a) the portion of the virtual eye image falling outside the
seen screen with the image is white masked (in order to avoid
distractors not relevant for the experiment); (b) the image of
the animal is substituted with a simple blue rectangle and a
reward of 1 is given to the model each time its gaze is on it (the
rewarding properties of realistic images will be investigated in
future work; see Sec. V for a discussion of these issues).
B. Bottom-up component
To compute the input to the bottom-up component, the eye
image is transformed into gray-scale. Two neural maps are
computed by filtering the gray image with: (a) a Sobel filter
[23]; (b) a luminance change filter (the value of an output
pixel is equal to the absolute value of the difference between
the value of the corresponding input pixel in the last two time
steps).
The activation of the two filters is first weighted by respec-
tively 0.1 and 0.5, and then summed to form the saliency map
(320× 432). The saliency map is downsampled to a 40× 54
map representing the bottom-up input to the dynamic field
map. Note that a more sophisticate bottom-up component can
be easily introduced if required in future work (see Sec. V for
a discussion).
C. Dynamic field neural map
The dynamic field map is activated by the bottom-up and
the top-down attention components and implements a neural
competition between the alternative possible gaze locations (cf.
[19]). The dynamic field map is formed by 40×54 elements
d j having lateral excitatory connections l ji proportional to the
neurons’ distance in the neural space (with minimal distance =
1) and a constant lateral inhibition I (I = 0.04; τ= 1.5; c= 0.1;
σ= 10):
d jt = d jt−1+
1
τ ∑i,i∕= j(l ji dit−1) l ji = ce
−dist( j,i)/σ− I (1)
When the activation of this map reaches a certain threshold
θ (θ= 0.5+n where n is a random value uniformly drawn in [-
0.3, +0.3] at each step) the desired gaze location corresponding
to the most active unit is encoded in the gaze map and all the
map units are reset to zero (a new competition starts).
The gaze map is formed by 40×54 units g j that, when the
dynamic field map reaches its threshold, encode the desired
gaze targeted by the saccade in an eye centred reference frame.
In particular, the desired eye gaze is encoded as a Gaussian
population code centred on the desired gaze and having width
σ (σ = 3). After the saccade is performed, the gaze map is
activated centrally so the eye does not move.
D. Top-down attention component
This component is mainly formed by a RL actor-critic
component [24]. The component takes as input a “RGB fovea
image” obtained as follows. First, a 24×24 RGB pixel image
is cropped from the central part of the whole eye image. Then
these pixels are downsampled (averaged) in groups of 8× 8
pixels to form the 3× 3 RGB pixels of the fovea. The 27
elements fi of the fovea, where i is the index of one element,
are fed to the actor and critic RL sub-components.
The actor is a two-layer neural network having an output
layer (vote map) formed by 40×54 sigmoid neurons, ranging
within (−1,+1) and denoted with o j, and connection weights
w ji:
o j = (2/(1+ e−∑i(w ji fi))−1) (2)
Note that although the whole system is affected by several
sources of noise (luminance changes, vibrations of the camera,
etc.) in the current experiment it was not needed to add
exploratory noise to the system as usually done in RL models.
Although this would have been possible (see [16], [17] on
possible ways of doing this), the absence of exploratory noise
allowed us to better highlight the role of the guidance of the
bottom-up component exerted on the top-down component for
explaining the target experiments.
The critic is a two-layer neural network with connection
weights wi and a linear output unit vt with which it learns to
evaluate the current state (fovea image) in terms of expected
future discounted rewards. The system gets a reward rt = 1
when the gaze is on the blue picture and zero otherwise. The
reward, together with vt−1, is used to compute the temporal
difference error (TD-error) δt [24]:
vt =∑
i
wi fi δt = (rt + γvt)− vt−1 (3)
The critic is trained on the basis of δt and the input fit−1
(ηc is a learning rate) [24]:
wit = wit−1+ηcδt fit−1 (4)
The actor is trained with a RL rule on the basis of δt , the
input fit−1, and the activation of the gaze map g jt−1 (encoding
the current saccade gaze, see above; ηa is a learning rate):
i f δt ≥ 0 : w jit = w jit−1+ηa δt (g jt−1−o jt−1) fit−1 (5)
i f δt < 0 : w jit = w jit−1+ηa δt (g jt−1 ⋅o jt−1) fit−1 (6)
This formula (cf. [17]) implies that: (a) with δ ≥ 0 the
activation of the output map is made more similar to the
activation of the gaze map encoding the performed eye action;
(b) with δt < 0 the activation of the output map is decreased in
correspondence to the performed gaze (i.e., in correspondence
to g jt−1 ⋅o jt−1 > 0; note that elsewhere g jt−1 = 0, so no weight
update takes place).
The vote map activation, representing the desired top-down
gaze, is weighted with 0.35 and summed with the output of the
bottom-up component (weighted with 1) and then is sent to the
dynamic field map. The weights of the top-down and bottom-
up components were found by experimentation to match the
target data.
E. Possible biological correspondents of the model
The computations performed by the contrast and luminance-
change filters of the bottom-up component capture well some
of the computations performed respectively by the parvocel-
lular and magnocellular pathways of the mammalian visual
system. These and other possible more sophisticated filters
can also be related to the processes of early cortical stages of
visual processing [25].
The top-down influence on attention control mainly orig-
inates from various areas of prefrontal cortex (PFC) and is
based on the subject’s goals and motivations suitably inte-
grated with the environmental context. This information might
be funnelled to the lower eye control centres by the frontal
eye field (FEF), another area of PFC. One type of top-down
influence reaching FEF neurons is related to the spatial rela-
tionship between objects, possibly encoded in the hippocampal
system [26]. The trial-and-error learning processes performed
by the model might correspond to the processes taking place
in the portions of the basal ganglia dedicated to eye control
(caudatum and substantia nigra pars reticulata, [27]).
Saliency maps could be implemented in various frontal,
parietal, and occipital regions [28], [29]. Finally, the superior
colliculus plays a key role as a hub integrating various sources
of information and, on this basis, establishing the desired gaze
direction in eye-centred coordinates [30].
IV. RESULTS
The first part of this section shows how the model is
capable of reproducing the main data of the target experiment
carried out with infants [1]. The learning parameters of the
model were found by trial-and-error to approximatively fit
the target data. The data related to the model were processed
with statistical procedures analogous to those used in [1]. The
second part of the section illustrates the neural mechanisms
of the model that allow it to behave in a similar fashion
with respect to the real participants: this suggests operational
hypotheses about the mechanisms underlying the behaviour
exhibited by real infants Videos of the system’s behaviour are
available in Internet 1 2 3.
A. The model reproduces empirical data on fast learning and
anticipatory behaviour observed in real infants
In order to reproduce the experiment, we generated
simulated infants having different learning rates (ηc and
ηa) drawn from two sets of five values each: (a)
{0.1,0.05,0.02,0.01,0.005}: these learning rates tended to
produce individuals with marked anticipatory capabilities;
(b) {0.002,0.001,0.0005,0.0002,0.0001}: these learning rates
tended to produce individuals with shallow or null anticipatory
capabilities. These different values were intended to represent
the different levels of development seen in the real infants [1].
We found that a good match of the data was found with one
group of infants of the first type and four groups of the second
type (for a total of 25 simulated infants, run with different
seeds of the random number generator).
We evaluated the reaction times (RTs) of the simulated
infants as done with the real infants in order to detect the
presence of anticipatory saccades. In particular, the RTs were
computed starting from the cycle in which the model gazed at
the red-button and caused the appearance of the image (after
600 ms). Saccades were considered anticipatory if they started
1http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LaQsJKz0NI0&feature=plcp
2http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gj88p2yHgno&feature=plcp
3http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pu 92CC hYY&feature=plcp
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Fig. 3. Average RTs as a function of number of clicks (error bars indicate
s.e.m.). (Left) Data from 30 real infants (reproduced with permission from
[1]); (Right) Data from 25 simulated participants. Black line: linear fit of data.
within 200ms of the image appearance as this is the common
latency of reactive saccades [31].
Fig. 3 shows the average reaction time exhibited by the 30
real infants and the 25 simulated infants after the first 15 clicks
of the red button. The relevant decrease of RTs during the 15
clicks shows that both real and simulated infants discovered
and learned to exploit the contingency between looking at the
button and the appearance of the picture in few trials.
The model is also capable of qualitatively reproducing indi-
vidual differences in RTs found in real infants. In this respect,
Fig. 4 shows the RTs of a representative simulated infant
drawn from the first group with a high learning capability and
compared with a similar real infant. Instead, Fig. 5 shows one
simulated infant drawn from the group with low/null learning
capability and compared with a real infant who did not exhibit
anticipatory saccades. Together the figures show the capacity
of the model to capture different anticipatory capabilities of
real infants depending on the learning coefficients used to train
its top-down RL component.
Fig. 6 shows that the distribution of the RTs of all saccades
of the simulated infants is similar to the one of real infants.
Both real and simulated data show that most infants produce
several reactive saccades (RTs around 200 ms) and also a
relevant number of anticipatory saccades (RTs around -400
and -200 ms), the key finding of the target experiment. The
anticipatory saccades are mainly attributable to the simulated
infants that had the largest learning rates.
Overall, Fig. 3, 4, 5, and 6 show that the model reproduces
the key results observed in the experiments with real infants,
in particular their fast learning and the resulting anticipatory
saccades. The next paragraph investigates the mechanisms that
allow the model to do this.
B. The model suggests which neural mechanisms might un-
derlie fast learning and anticipatory behaviour
The fast learning and the anticipatory behaviour acquired
by the model rely on its key features, namely the interplay
between its bottom-up and top-down attention components and
the integration of these based on the dynamic field map.
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Fig. 4. RTs (y-axis) vs. click number (x-axis) of infants with strong learning
capabilities. (Left) Data from a real infant (reproduced with permission from
[1]); (Right) Data from a simulated infant.
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Fig. 5. RTs (y-axis) vs. click number (x-axis) of infants with weak learning
capabilities. (Left) Data from a real infant (reproduced with permission from
[1]); (Right) Data from a simulated infant.
In this respect, we now show that the fast learning exhibited
by the model is due to the guidance exerted by the bottom-
up component on the learning process of the top-down com-
ponent. Fig. 7 shows an example of how this process works.
The first row of snapshots of the figure show succeeding states
of the system (where it is looking) and of the world state
(whole image on the screen looked at by the system) when
the system starts to learn. The first snapshot (Fig. 7a, top)
shows the system that has just looked at the red-button guided
by the bottom-up attention component: at the beginning this
component allows the system to immediately find the red disk
on the white background as this is highly salient. The second
and third rows of the figure show respectively the output of the
activation of the saliency map (bottom-up component) and the
activation of the dynamic field map. The top-down component
is not shown as it has not learned yet, so its output (the vote
map) still has a null activation. The pictures of Fig. 7b,c show
what happens when the blue picture appears on the screen: the
saliency map is strongly activated by the sudden appearance
of the picture, and so the dynamic field map rapidly charges
to saccade to it (note how the activation caused by the still
red-button looses the neural competition). Fig. 7d shows that
this process causes a saccade to the blue picture. In turn, this
causes a reward and, importantly, the RL actor-critic top-down
component thus learns to associate the current gaze (on the
blue picture) with the previous fovea input (the red-button).
The process through which the bottom-up attention component
drives the system to explore salient portions of the scene
(e.g., the blue picture here) allows the top-down component
to sample scene elements potentially relevant for the current
goals of the system. When these elements are found, the top-
down component stores the spatial relations between the scene
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Fig. 6. Distribution of RTs of all saccades of all infants. (Left) Data from 30 real infants (reproduced with permission from [1]); (Right) Data from 25
simulated infants.
elements needed to find them and makes them available for
future exploitations.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 7. (Rows) System and world state, activation of saliency map (bottom-up
attention component), activation of dynamic field map. (Columns) Sequence
of activations of the system, in particular: (a) the system foveates the red
button; (b) the blue picture appears; (c) the blue picture causes the dynamic
field to charge; (d) the system has foveated the blue picture.
We now focus our attention on the explanation of the
anticipatory capabilities acquired by the model and reflecting
those of the real infants of the target experiment. The top-
down knowledge acquired with the process just described is
at the basis of the anticipatory behaviour exhibited by the
simulated infants. Indeed, this behaviour can be explained in
terms of the action of the top-down component exploiting in
an anticipatory fashion the learned spatial relations between
stimuli. This process can be explained on the basis of Fig. 8.
This figure illustrates the behaviour of an already trained
model performing an anticipatory saccade on the basis of the
top-down knowledge acquired with the process illustrated in
relation to Fig. 7. The figure shows a sequence of snapshots
(columns) showing the state of the system/world, and the
activation of the saliency map, the vote map, and the dynamic
neural map (four rows). Fig. 8a shows the system looking
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 8. Illustration of the processes underlying an anticipatory saccade in
an already trained system. (Rows) System and world state, activation of the
saliency map (bottom-up attention component), activation of the actor vote
map (top-down attention component), activation of the dynamic field map.
(Columns) Sequence of activations of the system, in particular: (a) the system
foveates the red button; (b,c) the the dynamic field charges in favour of looking
at the location where the blue picture is expected to appear; (d) the system
has performed an anticipatory saccade.
at the red-button after “clicking” it. While the bottom-up
component drives the system to continue to fixate the button,
the top-down component gives a strong drive to saccade
towards the blue picture as the top-down component has
previously learned that when the system looks at the red-
button then it might find the blue picture to its left. Notice
how this amounts to exploiting the spatial relation between
the red button and the blue picture in an anticipatory fashion.
The effect of the top-down drive can be seen on the dynamic
field map that rapidly accumulates activation for looking at the
blue picture (Fig. 8b,c). Finally, Fig. 8d shows that the system
saccades to the area where the blue picture is about to appear.
V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a model to investigate the key findings
of the experiment presented in [1] on the fast acquisition of
anticipatory gaze control in infants. The key novel features
of the model are the integration of a top-down and bottom-
up attention component, and a third dynamic neural field
component that allows the reproduction of infants’ reaction
times. These features turned out to be very important for
reproducing and accounting for the target data.
The integration between the two attention components led
to explain the fast learning observed in real infants on the basis
of the fact that the bottom-up component leads the system to
perform saccades on highly informative elements of the scene
so that the RL top-down component can readily isolate and
retain, based on reward, the spatial relations between the scene
elements useful for accomplishing the task. In this respect, the
bottom-up component acts as a sort of supervisor that proposes
potentially interesting saccades to the RL top-down component
so that this can learn to retain the useful ones instead of having
to search and learn them from scratch. The potential of this
interaction between a bottom-up and a RL top-down attention
component was already stressed in [18] but with a different
task that was not tested with real subjects and required several
trials to be solved. We think that the results presented here,
also corroborated by empirical data, strengthen the idea that
the study of the interaction between bottom-up and top-down
attention components is a very interesting research field on
attention, both for computational and empirical investigation.
The model also explained the anticipatory saccades ob-
served in the target experiment on the basis of a relatively
simple mechanism. The anticipatory nature of several aspects
of infants’ behaviour has been emphasized by von Hosften
[32], [33]. The model presented here shows that in the case
of gaze control anticipatory behaviour can be acquired on
the basis of a RL associative mechanisms that capture the
spatial relations between the elements of the scene and can
exploit them to produce saccades that anticipate some events
happening in the world. Of course, this does not prove that the
mechanism underlying the anticipatory behaviour seen in real
infants relies upon the mechanism highlighted by the model
as only further empirical investigation could do this. However,
it represents an existence proof (or a “sufficiency proof”) that
should be taken into consideration, aside other possible more
sophisticated explanations (e.g. based on forward models),
to account for the observed behaviour. Note that a similar
conclusion was proposed in [22] that showed the sufficiency
of a RL mechanism to reproduce another type of anticipatory
gaze behaviour observed in infants (cf. Sec. II).
The work started here might be developed in three possible
ways in future work. The first concerns the behaviour of
individual infants exhibited in the target experiments. In this
respect, the model’s behaviour is such that once the antici-
patory saccade is acquired it is always performed (Fig. 4b).
Real data (e.g., Fig. 4a) seem instead to suggest that the
infants who exhibit anticipatory saccades might continuously
switch between anticipatory (top-down) and reactive (bottom-
up) attention control until the end of the test. This might indeed
reflect a process that switches between the two modes of
control even when the anticipatory control has been acquired
(cf. [34] for an example of switching analogous to this).
A second possible development of the model concerns the
realism of the images it can process. Here we considered only
simple images containing geometrical shapes with uniformly
coloured textures. In the future it will be important to develop
the model so to make it capable of functioning with more
realistic images, for example to face problems as those of the
third point below. In this respect, we have already mentioned
in Sec. III how this should be possible without changing
the overall architecture of the model. Indeed, the bottom-up
component might be extended to include any type of filter to
fuel the saliency map (see examples of this in [35]). Simi-
larly, the top-down component might receive a more complex
input formed by several features capturing different elements
and regularities of the image (edges, corners, patches, etc.),
possibly tolerating different variations of the visual targets
(position and size, orientation and rotation, luminance, etc.).
Also the functioning of the saccade generator might be further
sophisticated, for example by incorporating some elements of
the basal ganglia selection processes [36].
A third direction of development concerns the possible use
of the model to study intrinsic motivations (IMs). IMs are
related to the drives to explore and acquire knowledge and
skills rather than to the drives for survival and reproduction of
extrinsic motivations [37]. IMs are among the most important
and powerful drives of infant development [32]. IMs are
indeed implicitly exploited in most developmental psychology
experiments but are rarely targeted as a direct subject of
investigation. For example, in the target experiment studied
here infants are not told what to do (they could not) but are
simply exposed to the scene: the behaviour they learn, studied
by the experiment, is driven by the intrinsic rewarding novelty
of the images appearing after the button press. This process
of self-generation of a reward signal was abstracted in the
model by giving to it a reward signal of 1 when the system
foveated the blue image. However, the very process of the self-
generation of the reward signal is a very interesting research
topic that we intend to address with the model. This process
might be based on the capacity of the brain to generate primary
reward signals in correspondence to sudden unexpected phasic
events (e.g., via the capacity of the superior colliculus to cause
dopamine learning signals based on luminance changes, [38])
or when a new image is seen (e.g., based on the capacity of
hippocampus to detect the novelty of percepts and via this to
facilitate dopamine-based learning [39]). In this respect, we
believe that the gaze-contingency paradigm has a tremendous
potential to support the direct investigation of IMs.
In conclusion, we think that the results illustrated here
clearly indicate that the model presented in the paper has
the key features, which might also be easily extended where
needed, to allow the theoretical framing and interpretation of
experiments based on gaze-contingent paradigms.
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